We are interested in classifying the spaces which are inverse limits of the unit interval using these bonding maps. In particular, for a fixed integer N^2, we are interested in classifying (up to homeomorphism) the space D N9 which is lim{7, N f}. The main result of this paper is: Bellamy [1] and latter Oversteegen-Rogers [2] used D Q to construct examples of tree-like continua without the fixed point property. It appears improbable that their techniques can be modified to construct a similar example from D 2 . This resurrects a question raised in a paper by J. W. Rogers, Jr.-Are there three topologically different 2Vs?
The answer, as previously stated is:
THEOREM. D N is homeomorphic to D M if and only if M and N have the same prime factors. (Allowing different bonding maps we will show there are precisely c topologically different Knaster type continua.)
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The objective of this section will be to outline, without proofs, the steps in showing that D 2 and D 6 are not homeomorphic. Subsequent sections will provide the details of the proofs.
Consider the composant of D 2 and D 6 containing the end-point as parameterized below.
8
Consider the special basis about the point 0 in D 2 and D 6 Observe that the integer points in ET* is exactly the collection {2^2": n is a nonnegative integer}. The integer points in V i is exactly the collection {2^6*: n is a nonnegative integer}.
If where A n is the collection of integers in U ίn , and for every i there is an integer r< so that A 2 r * A ί+1 . Each A t is an arithmetic sequence. Unfortunately, the integers in V JQ may not be mapped to integers in U iQ under h~ι. However, each integer in V jo will be mapped into some arc component of U iQ and at most one integer is mapped into any arc component. Thus, using a "nearest integer function", this allows us to construct a lattice: 
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There are four significant properties of these chainings: 3 . For all i ^ 1 the set of integer points in the first link of (resp. ^0 is exactly {n \ n = k2N* (resp. n = fc2Λf *) k e N}. Pick ^ς^° so that h~\Tζ) is contained in the first link of Then ^o is the only link of Λft that intersects h~\T^).
Pick ^ j 1 so that ft(^Ί) is contained in the first link of T hen /rXK) is the only link of h~\ΛT%*) that intersects ^.
Continue this process indefinitely. Define α w to be the set of integer points in <%f n and β t to be the set of integer points in Tl. Then as noted earlier: a n = {m I m = &2ikf Observe that for every n ^ m there exists an r so that i}(a n ) M Proof of Theorem 2. Let A n = η(a n ).
Since a n is the integer points in ^e^» and a n+1 is the integer points in ^n +1 e ^Jtjŵ here j n+1 ^ j nf and i n+1 ^ i n there exists r n so that A n M rn A n+1 .
Step 1. ηok~1:β n ->A n is an injection. Hence A n Z) B n = Proof of Step 1. Suppose x e β n , x Φ y and y e β n then μ(x, y) ^ 1. The only way η(h~\xj) = y]{h~\y)) is for h" x {x) and h~~\y) to be on the same component of ^ which implies x and y are in the same component of T n (hence on the same component of 3^) but any two points on the same component of Ψl have (x f y) <> 1/4, a contradiction.
Step 2. r]{h-\β n )) 3 A n+1 .
Proof of Step 2. h~\β n ) c fe"^^). More specifically, each 0-composant component of h^iTl) contains a unique element of /^~1(/5 n ). n+1 c h~XTl), so every 0-composant component of ^n +1 is a subset of some 0-composant component of ftr^SO. Hence, for every element f ea n+1 there is a unique xeβ n so that ^r =
Step 3. /3 n iSΓ s -B n+1 .
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Proof of Step 3. We observed earlier that for every n there is some s n so that η(β n ) N s * η{β n+ι ). Since ηohr u .β n -+A n is a one to one order preserving map B n N Sn B n+ι .
Step 4. Let p and q be two consecutive elements of a x and J be the arc from p to q. If j/ is a link of ^^ other than the last link and & is the last link of ^//h then J Π & has exactly one component and J Π όzf has exactly two components. In particular Jίl^i has exactly two components.
Proof of
Step 4. This is simply the observation that the 0-composant goes from the first link, through each link in order to the last. It then turns around and goes from the last link to the first in reverse order.
The following diagram may be helpful. 5. The number of B Q elements between any two consecutive A x elements is constant.
Step 5. Note that any maximal subchain of ^^ contained in ^o has only one link containing integer points. Call this link ^.
Step 2 implies A x c B o , so that if there exists some x e β Q and p^ofl^ so that rj(h"\x)) = η(y), then there is some x x e β 0 for every y x e ^Ό Π ^f so that y]{h~\x^j) = ^(^).
We know how the arc connecting two consecutive elements of a λ passes through the links of ^f 1 .
If ^ e ^J 1 and ^ Π /3 0 ^ 0 and / is not an end link then any arc connecting two consecutive elements of a x passes through ^ exactly twice. That is there are exactly two components of ^ that are subsets of the arc.
If %f is an end link then there is only one component of t hat is a subset of the arc.
B o either contains all or none of η{β 0 Π ^). Since this hold for every ^ e ^f where ^ Π β 0 Φ 0 the number of J5 0 elements between any two consecutive A x elements is constant.
Step 6. δ M+1 -δ M is a constant for all i. Let P represent the set of all primes and 2 P represent the set of all nonempty subsets of P. The cardinality of 2 P is uncountable. For each set in 2 P we will now construct an inverse limit space that is not homeomorphic to any of the others.
For The line of proof follows the same reasoning as the previous section. That is we first investigate conditions imposed by a homeomorphism h: D± -> Dι and then show that these conditions cannot be met when K and L are distinct subsets of 2 P . Without loss of generality we can assume that h(O) -0, so that the 0-composant is mapped onto the 0-composant. We consider special chaining defined exactly as before and note that they have nearly the same properties. The only change is in the third property. Now the integer points in the first link of the chain J?7 are exactly: If we denote T a as the first link of ^™« and ^a as the first link of JίΓfe, then the only link of 3ίΓfe that intersects h-\T n ) is <%f n and the only link in h-\^f n^) that intersects ^< +1 is hr\Tύ-Further, ^0 and λ(^Ό) are both so small that for any x and y, both on the same 6-composant component of ^0, μ(#, y) < 1/4 and ), h(y)) < 
